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1. Summary
The EGP Committee proposes the withdrawal of the Full membership status of the Latvian Green
party for the reason of
-

Political activity that contradicts the Green values and the Green charter
Not fulfilling and devoting to the democratic and Green principles in its own organisation
Chronical lack of response, interest and initiative to be active with and within the EGP

Thus, not fulfilling the following Membership criteria (Rule Book. Chapter 1, Article 2, point 2,1):
-

Promote Green politics which are ecological, social, democratic and progressive
Participate actively in political life and in elections at a credible level
Apply gender balance principles in their party structures
Regularly attend European Green Party Council meetings

2. Background
The relation between the EGP and the Latvian Greens has been silent for many years. We did not
have an active cooperation neither communication, and Latvian Greens delegates/members have
not joined EGP councils nor other events. Neither have they been actively participating in any of the
main political activities which the EGP has developed over the last years (2019 pre and election
campaign).
The occasional communication that was done, was mainly of an administrative nature and was
always initiated by the EGP. There was no proactive communication initiated by the Latvian Greens.
In 2017 the EGP Committee tried organising a meeting with the Latvian Greens leadership,
connected to a study visit to Estonia, but due to the lack of response from the Latvian Green party
side, we failed to conduct the meeting, despite the fact that EGP representatives were in Latvia.
In February 2018 the EGP Committee organised a Fact Finding Mission (FFM), meeting with party
representatives, but no one from the leadership. The meeting took place in the private offices of one
of the older members of the party.
The agreement of the Committee after the FFM was to try to intensify the communication with the
Latvian Greens and ensure their presence at the following Council meeting, in Antwerp, Belgium, May
2018. Since then, the Latvian Green party has not responded to any initiative from the EGP side,
despite EGP Secretariat putting extra efforts and resources to invite party representatives.
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During the pre-election period and the European elections campaign there hasn’t been any
involvement from the Latvian Green party in the Common campaign process that EGP conducted
with its Members.
In June 2019 another Fact-Finding mission was organised. EGP Committee members met with the
Latvian Green party MP and Board member Raimonds Bergmanis, and with several civil society
activists and EU Commission representatives. The full report is available upon demand. The EGP
Committee conclusion was that there isn’t any clear intention of the party regarding the future
cooperation with the EGP. Latvian Greens representatives have asked EGP to send them again the
membership criteria and main political priorities documents in order to evaluate with the board of
the party if Latvian Green Party is aligned with EGP. During the meeting, despite clear questions from
the EGP Committee, Latvian green representatives were not able to point to their main Green
policies. The meetings with other Latvian actors confirmed that Latvian Green Party does not
perform as a Green party in terms of promoting Green politics – which are ecological, social,
democratic and progressive.
After the visit, EGP Secretariat provided the party Board with the Green charter, the European
elections campaign priorities and manifesto. The EGP Committee does acknowledge that this
process was initiated and led closely to and during the summer break, which might additionally slow
down the communication. Up until the deadline to notify the Council Delegates LZP has not
responded, apart from acknowledging that they have received the documents.

3. Latvian Green party – Membership criteria
EGP Membership criteria (Rule Book. Chapter 1, Article 2, point 2,1):
-

-

Promote Green politics which are ecological, social, democratic and progressive;
Maintain a democratic political base and a democratic internal structure;
Participate actively in political life and in elections at a credible level;
Endorse the Green Charter of the EGP (2006) and the Global Greens Charter (2001);
Accept the Statutes and Rule Book of the European Green Party
Apply gender balance principles in their party structures;
Regularly attend European Green Party Council meetings;
Conduct their financial organization in a transparent and accountable manner
Pay their designated fee as Full Members in a timely manner;
Not be under any legal or other restraint on their activities;
Report every two years to the European Green Party on party and policy developments as
detailed in Article 4 below

Whereas the Committee understands that EGP Member Parties can and do pursue different
dynamics and levels of European activity, the constant lack of the response, activity, contacts
and initiative is a clear violation of the Membership criteria
Latvian Greens have demonstrated political activity that contradicts Green values and our Green
Charter, undermining the efforts that the Green family puts in their fulfilment
Lack of public recognition for being the credible Green actor, pushing forward the Green agenda
and cooperating/supporting the stakeholders that stand for Green political aims
Furthermore, there is an obvious lack of understanding of the internal democratic structure and
gender equality principle, that is one of the cores of the Green structural principles

In the following paragraphs, you can find some of the information that illustrates the EGP Committee
findings. The reports from the Fact Finding missions are available upon request.
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A. Regular participation and Membership fee payment criteria
Presence LZP Latvia in EGP meetings
EGP event

Delegates

16th Council Copenhagen, 11-13 May 2012
17th Council, Athens, 9-11 November 2012

Delegates
present
no delegates

18th Council, Madrid, 10-12 May 2013

no delegates

19th Council, Brussels, 8-10 November 2013

no delegates

20th Council/Electoral convention, Brussels,
22 February 2014

no delegates

21st Council, Istanbul, 7-9 November 2014

no delegates

22nd Council, Zagreb, 15-17 May 2015

no delegates

23rd Council, Lyon, 13-15 November 2015

no delegates

24th Council, Utrecht, 20-22 May 2016

!! Several payments on 31 December 2015:
1200
Euro
(fee
2013)
+
3100
Euro
(part
of
fee
2014)
+
1800 Euro (fee 2015 & part of fee 2014
+
2500 Euro (rest 2015)
no delegates

25th Council, Glasgow, 2-4 December 2016

no delegates

26th Council/Congress, Liverpool, 31 March
2017
27th Council, Karstadt, Sweden, 24-26
November 2017
28th Council, Antwerp, Belgium, 18-20 May
2018

no delegates

29th Council, Berlin,
November 2019

no delegates

-

Germany,

23-25

no delegates

Membership
Fee

Payment

1200 Euro

Not paid

1200
PAID

Euro

(not paid in 2013)

3700
PAID

Euro

(not paid in 2014)

3700
PAID

Euro

(not
paid
by
November Council)

1380
PAID

Euro

paid 31 December
2016

1380
PAID

Euro

paid 31 January 2018

no delegates
4255 Euro

NOT PAID

The Latvian Green party delegates have not participated in the EGP councils since 2012
Their leadership is not answering any initiative from the EGP Committee (they have not joined
Local councilors conferences, European ideas labs, nor other activities EGP organised for
and with its Member parties)
Their leadership has joined only 2 out of 13 Party Leaders meetings, organized by the EGP
since 2013. The last one they participated in was the PLM held early 2015
LZP did not take part in the Common Campaign 2014, apart from a few individual initiatives.
Total amount of participants from Latvia in the Green Primary was 2
They have not participated in any preparatory or executive step of the Common European
campaign 2019
Attempts to organise a meeting with the party leadership failed in 2017 despite EGP
representatives traveling to Latvia for this purpose
In 2018 FFM we have only met a newly joined member of the party and elected MP and senior
member but with no official role in the party
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B. Discrepancies and Violation of the Green Charter
Party program: http://www.zp.lv/lv/par-mums/programma/
Holds no reference to women* or LGBT rights.
Past issues raised by civil society actors or fellow EGP Green member parties, concerning
divergence in political stands:
a. Raised by activists and individuals from Latvia. That the Green party president supported
Trump and his (kind of) politics, through his tweets

Article interview with Edgars Tavars – party chair, where he says that Trump inspired him
http://www.la.lv/trampa-iedvesmotais

Reported by the media that the other Party officials denounced this standpoint
https://www.diena.lv/raksts/sestdiena/politika/zalo-nemanamas-parvertibas-14163772

b. Questions raised about the Green party MPs voting against co-habitation law
In 2018 Members of the Green group in the European parliament, with some of the individual Green
parties, supported the Baltic pride. Within their media interactions, the question was raised on
Latvian Green party voting against Co-habitation law, aka Couples law, because it would be a step
forward on the acknowledgement of the same-sex marriage. This is a long-term process and EGP
has received questions from its members and civil society on the diverging position of the Latvian
Green party concerning the co-habitation law.
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The Latvian parliament voted in June 2019 to put the Co-habitation law on the agenda, but the
parliament rejected it. The initiative failed with 23 votes for, 60 votes against (including votes of the
Union of the Greens and Famers – ZZS, coalition with MPs from the Green party)

c. Homophobic statements and actions from the Riga Greens chairman towards the Pride
EGP Social media accounts were targeted with the messages pointing out that the Latvian Green
party members, specifically the chair of the Riga local board, were actively initiating and leading antiLGBT structures and initiatives.
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When asked about this during the Fact Finding Mission in 2018, party representatives said that
individuals in the party are free to have their own opinion and actions, in accordance to their belief
and that Party does not meddle in the Pride topic.
Party chairman distanced the party from this initiative
https://eng.lsm.lv/article/society/society/public-initiative-portal-dismisses-anti-pride-bid.a262942/

d. Rights of the minorities
We have been approached by the Green Group in the European Parliament on the matter of the
Latvian Green party voting against the right to education in a native language of the minorities
(unless they are an official EU language), in this specific case mostly targeting Russian. This stand
point (of focusing on Latvian language education) is specifically mentioned in the Green party
program.
Letter from the Green group co-chairs Ska Keller and Phillipe Lamberts, opposing the proposed
language reform http://extranet.greens-efa-service.eu/public/media/file/1/5454. Reform was
introduced by Vejonis Raimonds, president of Latvia, member of the Latvian Green party
https://www.rt.com/newsline/422947-latvia-language-reform-president/
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e. Anti-migration and reallocation standpoints
Press statement from the Latvian officials on Reallocation of the migrant policy, brought to our
attention by the Austrian Greens, that includes also the statement of the Latvian Greens.
https://orf.at/v2/stories/2277625/

The message came for the Austrian Greens, who raised a question concerning the fact that the
Reallocation policy was a strong standpoint of the Green group in the European parliament and many
Green parties advocated strongly for responsibility of all EU member states in providing help and
support to migrants and first-arrival states.

*Google translations are provided to expose relevant communication towards EGP. However due to
data privacy and protection we are not exhibiting original emails. In case of inquiry please let us
know.
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f.

Latvian Greens voted against Istanbul convention, reportedly convinced by the archbishop

https://www.lsm.lv/raksts/zinas/latvija/stankevics-parliecinajis-zzs-deputatus-neatbalstitstambulas-konvenciju.a265128/
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C. Democratic Structure and Gender balance
Latvian Green party Statutes do not stipulate gender equality as a requirement.
No Gender balance representation in the party leadership.
No women hold a seat in the party Board (see list below)
Out of 11 topical spokespersons, only 1 is a woman.
Within the Party Council – women are represented only through local branches representation,
whereas central structure has only 1 woman (out of 4 positions) mandated.
http://www.zp.lv/lv/cilveki/valde/
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D. Processed Corruption allegations – case still open

KNAB (corruption prevention and combating buro of latvia) requests former Greens/Farmers MP
Klavins be prosecuted
• 2018-09-28
• LETA/TBT Staff
RIGA - The Corruption Prevention Bureau (KNAB) has requested the Prosecutor's Office to prosecute
former MP Askolds Klavins (Union of Greens and Farmers) for misusing his public office for private
gains.
As reported, an investigation, which was started on May 2 this year, has obtained evidence to
suggest that MP Klavins had been misusing his public office for private gains from November 1,
2016 to May 2018, causing significant damage to the Saeima budget, according to a KNAB
statement. Klavins, who became an MP in June 2016, received EUR 115 a month in transport
compensations from July to October 2016, according to information on the parliament’s website.
After declaring his address of residence in Liepaja, his transport compensations increased to EUR
560-736 depending on the month.
Meanwhile, Aizliegtais Panemiens, an investigative journalism program of the Latvian public
television, reported recently that a potential employee, applying for a job at the Gandrs chain of
outdoor sporting equipment that belongs to Klavins, had been offered a double payment system,
suggesting of unreported wages paid in the company.
Klavins has since relinquished his MP mandate and does not plan to run for the upcoming parliament
elections that will take place on October 6
The case was followed by the media reports of the Green MP acknowledging his guilt and accepting
the punishment of 120h communal service (October 2018)
https://www.liepajniekiem.lv/zinas/sabiedriba/klavinam-piemero-120-stundas-piespiedu-darba-unliek-atmaksat-teju-10-000-eiro-225275

However, in April 2019, legal irregularities from the prosecutor office were reported thus the case
remained open, despite MP in question already admitting his guilt and serving allocated time of
communal service.
https://bnn-news.com/prosecutor-hit-by-wage-cut-after-saeima-deputy-askolds-klavins-s-criminalcase-197840
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Annex:
Interview with Edgar Tavars, Chair of LZP – Green patriotism
27.09.2019 15:38

- he claims that the Climate movement are communist children promoting refugees and LGBT values
- says that globalism is shortening life expectancy and eventually destroys nature and promotes refugees
- the only way to save climate is Green patriotism - where every country will on its own be left to protect own
climate and environment
- gives proof to his claim by putting Trump and Visegrad countries’ current governments as good example

https://www.delfi.lv/news/versijas/edgars-tavars-zalais-patriotisms.d?id=51497757

Edgars Tavars: Zaļais patriotisms!

Google translation:

The little girl, Greta Tunberg, very clearly outlines the problems that the Latvian Green Party (Latvia, not Europe) has been highlighting
for the past couple of years - the clash of two world views.
The first is global
That their solution to climate change alone is the right one, where only a single (borderless) federal approach is appropriate. And that is
the only way to cope. And only a few multimillion companies in the world have the solution they need. But it requires a lot of money
(many billions) and it will have to be invested through "their scientists" in all countries and over many years. And start paying is now. No
time to wait. There is no time, otherwise the children of the future will suffer. None of them protests massively against multi-packaged
goods, which results in increasing waste every year. Nor does it protest against imports of multi-packaged daily-use products from
continent to continent, thus placing a huge burden on nature and waste bins (including CO2 emissions), and does not object to the
destruction of local, small-scale producers. Why? Because this business is controlled by multimillion companies worldwide.
The global slogan has been chosen by the same (+ naïve young people) who are simultaneously and actively advocating the promotion
of LGBT + and communist (liberal branch) ideas, as well as propaganda for the reception of refugees in Europe and the world. The
same ones who deny the role of a nation state but promote federalism or "more Europe, more world". These people are calling for global
"solidarity," seeing people as equal beings, governed by global rule of law and subject to total control. whose capital (in aggregate) is
the sum of the budgets of many countries, maintains media propaganda in the direction of liberal globalism.
After the collapse of the USSR, peoples hoped for a life of self-growth, the right of peoples to decide for themselves, to preserve their
own culture, customs and behavior, both as a duty to their origin and a duty to the richness of civilization.
20th century ecological issues were as topical as social ones. The Rio conference on ecology, for the first time in Latvia, declared the
high role of local governments, local authorities in preserving world life and ecological security. The slogan of this conference was "Work
locally, think globally".
In many countries, the idea of Agenda 21 was implemented, with local authorities having a body for assessing ecological practices,
whose task was to ensure that projects implemented on their territory ensure the future viability of the municipality, its population and
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nature. Such a locally self-sufficient and diverse model was to the disadvantage of large companies and their lobbyists. Because if
lobbyists, for example, need to get support from hundreds of municipalities, then their actions are ineffective.

lobbyists. Because if lobbyists, for example, need to get support from hundreds of municipalities, then their actions are ineffective.
But if that quantity goes down many times, then some interest already appears. But, best of all, there is only one, the central power,
which can then be smeared in the direction you want, and with one effort gain the entire market with huge profits. It also refers directly to
European countries, where it is much more convenient to influence everything through Brussels and its regulations, so national states
that can decide for themselves how to live themselves are absolutely out of place.
That is why, following the Rio conference in Kyoto, global business has taken over ecological issues in its centralization-driven
governance by putting forward a so-called climate change policy and declaring that scientists working on this policy will develop a
regime and rules that will save the world, and otherwise no.
Understandably, while something fresh and new is the inertia of believing in all the offerings, but when life itself proves otherwise, that
faith vanishes, as the fog vanishes as the day begins.
Animal species are disappearing, peoples are disappearing, nature is being polluted and resources are being exploited without mercy.
Wood is turned into chips, pieces of furniture, and furniture as a temporary element of the interior. For items and things, the life span is
decreasing. And this wasteful model is provided by an emphasis on climate change, shifting people's concerns from the attainable to the
mysterious one that "scientists, lawyers, controllers, and the judiciary" work for, at some critical moment in the nth law, to reach perfect
safety. World oil sales also reached an absolute record last year (I remind you that oil is not only fuel, but also the basic raw material for
packaging and many commodities, including plastics).
Initially, this position was supported by a lot of people, but as they become more visible and understand why these false ecological
approaches are just worsening, the number of green globalists is diminishing, so this group benefits from left-leaning internationalists,
marginal socialist groups who want to exist. to forgive a moral outfit. Accordingly, putting Gretun Tunberg at the forefront of this group of
viewers is not the norm, but even, in their view, excellence, regardless of the example it sets for other children and young parents. As
much as they are backed by big capital, they have the means to propagate their policies of green global awareness.
Every deceitful act ever ends. The same can be said about green globalism. Although the darkest time is shortly before dawn, change is
inevitable.
The other view is green patriotism
The future belongs to patriots, not to globalists. This view is becoming stronger.
Blocks of national, independent states that prioritize the interests of their people and their country (including nature), who stand for the
support of their entrepreneurs (including small ones), their own consumption, their own producers and craftsmen. Understands the
negative impact of excessive imports (from other continents) on the country and calls for more domestic purchases. They believe that
they have a duty to maintain diversity among peoples, to ensure continuity within their own country, to decide their own future, not to
give others the right to decide for themselves. Patriots of their country stand for the vitality (not the existence) of their people and their
nature: clean, fish-rich rivers, seas and oceans, free from the mountains of waste - plastic and chemistry. Patriots of their own country
believe that trees should be planted rather than just felled. Patriots of their own country consider life to be the highest value and
happiness to be treated with respect, reverence and delight, but the highest happiness is the opportunity for people to be part of their
nation in their assigned land, fulfilling their duty to secure the diversity of peoples in the world. With every nation that disappears,
civilization becomes poorer.
Green globalism favors competition among people, centralized control because there is no faith in the body of people - the spirit of the
people. But the Green Patriots have a different position based on mutual trust, cooperation, and on the patriot's deep interest in
promoting the vitality of the nation and nature.
In the future, the peoples will stand on the green patriotism, and will also be subject to public order and politics. Such countries will
stand for healthy, smart people and, above all, for peace. About broader public participation in their own country, a small area of
national government where practically everyone living knows all about it and everyone participates in future decision-making. Green
patriotism keeps pace with mutual cooperation and companionship, because the right attitude creates the right thoughts and the right
thoughts are the foundation for the right action.
Green patriotism as a worldview increases its conscious supporters. The United States has taken a stand on national patriotism, Donald
Trump, in the United Kingdom the supporters of this belief group are brexitic, similarly to Poland, Hungary, Italy, Estonia and other
countries of the European Union on the path of patriotism.
In its turn, Latvia must promote green patriotism - patriotism of its people, statehood, but in its foreign policy it must defend the right of
every nation to live in its own country, to fulfill its obligation to preserve its culture, nature, traditions, beliefs and peace.
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